and some minor bookkeeping to account for principal branches, allow the evaluation of complex inverse trigonometric functions. The report analyzes the algorithm with respect to scaling, convergence, and stability, and it relates the algorithm to other procedures, includinq classical methods for calculatina the c-onstant z. Fince complex square? roots are done at the software level , and thus costly in machin,, time, the algorithm is not competitive with standard methods handli:; tht. r.a] and Imaqinary parts sepa,-irately with real arithmetic.
However, it, s;:-u']i.:itv trid stability :ould make it attractive for imi~lementatior. Recall that /72
We will use the function F(z) = (zcoth z)/w and its expansion Since Cn+l 2 n' assume for simplicity that 6 n 26nl, '(En) -2.
Then E N -N2 N-6 0 2 N , and assuming no error in the multiplication by
The accumulated roundoff is acceptable if the square root routine is accurate to at least d + 2 decimals. Practice shows that cancellation causes actual roundoff to be smaller than (2.6). The procedure is given by
The scheme generates a triangular array, where P is the computed value of P and C is the accumulated roundoff N in the computation of (3.2) . The major term is -6 and the extrapolation 2 0 is well-conditioned provided that the square root routine is of good quality. The following procedures use standard identities to evaluate the functions.
Algorithm for w = cosh z. Algorithm for w = sinh z. Otherwise, w=w'. If b=-±7/2 and a<0 then w=-a+ib.
Otherwise, w=w'.
-i -i
Algorithm for w = cos z. Algorithm for w = sin z.
w= icosh-1 z. w= i sinh -1 (-iz) .
Algorithm for w = tanh z. Algorithm for w = tax, z.
In the case of cosh and sinh , some logic is needed in order to choose the value in the specified range, since these functions are double-valued in the range of in, F 9, p. 4171.
•-11 
2+ n n n+l n+l n converge monotonically to a common limit B(ul,Vl) E21. We show that u = 2-n 1 n+l
n n n~ n n-
1-1
Get the invariant 4 n+l(2 - 
